Geometry	Chapter 7
Lesson 7-1

Example 1  Write a Ratio
SOCCER  According to a Census Bureau, in the 1999-2000 school year, the total number of students nationally that participated in high school boy soccer programs was 380,675. The total umber of schools that contributed to the survey was 7418. Find the student-to-school ratio to the nearest tenth.
To find the student-to-school ratio, divide the number of students by the number of schools.
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So, the student-to-school ratio was 51.3 students for each school’s soccer program.


Example 2  Extended Ratios in Triangles
Standardized Test Practice
In a triangle, the ratio of the measures of three sides is 4 : 5 : 8, and its perimeter is 204 inches.
Find the measure of the longest side of the triangle.
A	48	B	60	C	96	D	108

Read the Test Item
You are asked to apply the extended ratio to the sides of the triangle and the perimeter to find the longest side.

Solve the Test Item
Recall that equivalent fractions can be found by multiplying the numerator and the denominator by the same number. So, 4:5 = 4,5) ∙ x,x) or 4x,5x). Thus, we can rewrite 4 : 5 : 8 as 4x : 5x : 8x and use those measures for the sides of the triangle. Write an equation to represent the perimeter of the triangle as the sum of the measures of its sides.
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	17x	= 204	Combine like terms.
	x	= 12	Divide each side by 17.

Use this value of x to find the measures of the sides of the triangle.
	4x	= 4(12) or 48 inches
	5x	= 5(12) or 60 inches
	8x	= 8(12) or 96 inches

The longest side is 96 inches. The answer is C.

CHECK	Add the lengths of the sides to make sure that the perimeter is 204.
48 + 60 + 96 = 204	

Example 3  Solve Proportions by Using Cross Products
Solve each proportion.
a.	 = x)
		= x)	Original proportion
	5x	= 12(60)	Cross products
	5x	= 720	Multiply
	x	= 144	Divide each side by 5.
b.	x - 2,9) = 
	x - 2,9)	= 	Original proportion
	(8x - 2)3	= 9(-14)	Cross products
	24x - 6	= -126	Simplify.
	24x	= -120	Add 6 to each side.
	x	= -5	Divide each side by 24.


Example 4  Solve Problems Using Proportions
AVIATION  A twin-jet airplane especially suited for medium-range flights has a length 
of 63 meters and a wingspan of 56 meters. A scale model is made with a wingspan of 
28 centimeters. Find the length of the model.
Because the model and the real airplane are in proportion, you can write a proportion to show the relationship between their measures. Since both ratios compare meters to centimeters, you need not convert all the lengths to the same unit of measure.
		= wingspan,model's wingspan)
	63,x)	= 56,28) 	Substitution
	(63)(28)	= 56x	Cross products
	1764	= 56x	Multiply.
	31.5	= x	Divide each side by 56.

The length of the model would be 31.5 centimeters.

